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Star Wars Dark Nest I The Joiner King
Wenn die Dunkelheit das Licht verdrängt, wird eine Heldin geboren Jacen Solo wollte seine
Familie schützen und der Galaxis Frieden und Sicherheit bringen ‒ doch stattdessen ist aus
ihm ein Sith-Lord und tyrannischer Herrscher geworden. Doch seine Schwester Jaina glaubt
eine Möglichkeit gefunden zu haben, wie sie ihn noch aufhalten könnte ‒ auch wenn das
bedeutet, sich mit einem alten Feind zu verbünden ...
Lektorin Susan Ryeland arbeitet schon seit Jahren mit dem Krimiautor Alan Conway
zusammen, und die Leser lieben seine Krimis mit dem Detektiv Atticus Pünd, der seine Fälle
charmant wie Hercule Poirot zu lösen pflegt. Doch in seinem neuesten Fall ist nichts, wie es
scheint. Zwar gibt es zwei Leichen in Pye Hall und auch diverse Verdächtige, aber die letzten
Kapitel des Manuskripts fehlen und der Autor ist verschwunden. Susan Ryeland muss selbst
zur Detektivin werden, um nicht nur den Fall der Morde von Pye Hall zu lösen, sondern auch
die Umstände des Todes von Alan Conway zu enträtseln.
Like father, like son . . . Growing up in the shadow of his heroic father, Lumpawarrump, son of
Chewbacca, feels tremendous pressure to match his father s daring exploits. Chewie s lifedebt to Han Solo keeps him from returning home, and without the steadying influence of his
father, Lumpy is unfocused and out of control. So Chewie s wife decides that a visit to
Coruscant is in order. It s the perfect opportunity for the family to bond̶and for
Chewbacca to teach his son some much-needed life-lessons. But when Lumpy s eagerness to
impress his father leads to direct disobedience, Chewie is forced into an extreme pursuit that
will lead him into Coruscant s dangerous underlevels‒and to a secret as shocking as it is
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deadly. . . . BONUS: This original novella includes an excerpt from Star Wars: Legacy of the
Force: Betrayal and an interview with the author.
The epic Star Wars odyssey enters a new frontier as the heroes of the New Jedi Order
confront a monstrous evil‒insidious, unseen, and insatiable. . . . Despite being given new
worlds to populate, the insectoid Killiks have not found peace. An unknown enemy has been
attacking the new nests‒and the Killiks hold the Jedi responsible. Traveling back to the
Unknown Regions to unravel the mystery, the Skywalkers and Solos discover an evil far more
familiar than they ever expected . . . and even more terrifying. Why does the Dark Nest want
to kill Mara? Will Jacen s apocalyptic vision trigger another galactic war or prevent one?
And perhaps most ominous of all, what deadly secret are the Killiks hiding? To find out, Luke,
Mara, Han, and Leia must embark on a perilous journey into the uncharted void between
right and wrong. The ferocious Unknown Terrors are only the beginning of the awesome
challenges that lie ahead in their quest to fathom the unfathomable. For an obscure dispute is
about to explode into chaos, pitting Jedi against Jedi‒and threatening the very galaxy itself.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars
expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Königssturz
Recovery: Star Wars Legends (Short Story)
Star Wars. Wächter der Macht 8. Enthüllungen
Star Wars(TM) Die offizielle Geschichte
Star WarsTM Der letzte Jedi-Ritter
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This essential Star Wars Legends novel is the first in a trilogy
chronicling the rise of the fearsome Sith lord Darth Bane. “A solid
space adventure [that] charts the evolution of an antihero almost as
chilling as Darth Vader.”—Publishers Weekly On the run from vengeful
Republic forces, Dessel, a cortosis miner, vanishes into the ranks of
the Sith army and ships out to join the bloody war against the
Republic and its Jedi champions. There Dessel’s brutality, cunning,
and exceptional command of the Force swiftly win him renown as a
warrior. But in the eyes of his watchful masters, a far greater
destiny awaits him. As an acolyte in the Sith academy, studying the
secrets and skills of the dark side, Dessel embraces his new identity:
Bane. But the true test is yet to come. In order to gain acceptance
into the Brotherhood of Darkness, he must defy the most sacred
traditions and reject all he has been taught. It is a trial by fire in
which he must surrender fully to the dark side—and forge from the
ashes a new era of absolute power.
The stunning follow-up to Fate of the Jedi! Han Solo, Luke Skywalker,
and Princess Leia have spent a lifetime fighting wars, bringing the
Jedi back from extinction, raising families, and saving the galaxy
more times than they can count. They've earned the right to rest on
their laurels and let the younger generation shoulder the burden--but
fate has another adventure in store for our heroes, a quest only they
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can tackle and hope to survive...
Sie glaubten, das Imperium wäre endgültig besiegt ... Fünf Jahre sind
seit dem Sieg über den Imperator vergangen und die Galaxis versucht,
sich von den Auswirkungen des Krieges zu erholen. Tausende von
Lichtjahren entfernt aber hat der letzte der imperialen Kriegsherren,
der brillante Großadmiral Thrawn, das Kommando über die zerrüttete
Imperiale Flotte übernommen – und richtet diese auf die noch schwache
Neue Republik. Denn Thrawn hat zwei entscheidende Entdeckungen
gemacht, die alles zerstören könnten, wofür Luke Skywalker, Han Solo,
Prinzessin Leia und all die tapferen Rebellen so hart gekämpft haben
... Die Jubiläumsausgabe des erfolgreichen Romans – jetzt mit
Einleitung und Anmerkungen des Autors Timothy Zahn, exklusiven
Kommentaren von Lucasfilm und des Originalverlags und einer brandneuen
Bonusstory.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER Jedi and Sith fight side by side against an even
greater foe. But how long can enemies remain allies? And how high is
the price of betrayal? In a stunning turn of events, Luke Skywalker
and his son, Ben, joined forces with the Sith armada sent to kill
them—and used their combined might against the monstrous being
Abeloth. But when the wounded creature escapes, the fragile armistice
crumbles, and hostilities resume with the attempted assassination of
Luke. On the hunt for Abeloth and on the run from the Sith, Luke and
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Ben find themselves trapped by a mob of angry Force adepts who care
little for the difference between light side and dark side. With the
Jedi’s most famous father-and-son team outnumbered and outgunned, the
countdown to galactic disaster has begun—and time is running out.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on
the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Vortex: Star Wars Legends (Fate of the Jedi)
The Joiner King
A Forest Apart: Star Wars Legends (Short Story)
Star Wars: Dark Nest I - The Joiner King
Star Wars

The second book in a trilogy that will bridge the events of the hugely popular New Jedi Order
series, which has sold four million copies to date, and our upcoming 9-book epic Star Wars
series to be published in 2006-2008. Despite being given new worlds to populate, the insectoid
Killiks have not found peace. A seemingly unknowable enemy has been attacking the new
nests and the Killiks hold the Jedi responsible. Traveling back to the Unknown Regions to
unravel the mystery, the Skywalkers and Solos discover an evil far more familiar than they
ever expected...and even more terrifying. Why does the dark nest want to kill Mara? Will
Jacen's apocalyptic vision trigger another galactic war, or prevent one? And perhaps most
ominous of all, what deadly secret are the Killiks hiding? To find out, Luke, Mara, Han, and
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Leia must embark on a perilous journey into the uncharted void between right and wrong.
The ferocious Unknown Terrors are only the beginning of the awesome challenges that lie
ahead in their quest to fathom the unfathomable.
Seven years after their daring assault deep inside enemy territory (Star Wars: The New Jedi
Order: Star by Star), Jaina Solo and her fellow survivors answer a mysterious call for help
and vanish into the Unknown Regions. Soon, the Jedi Council learns that the group has
undertaken a mission that will drive a wedge between the Galactic Federation of Free
Alliances and its skittish ally, the Chiss Ascendancy. The investigation leads Luke Skywalker
and his companions (Mara Jade Skywalker and Han and Leia Solo) on a perilous journey
into the uncharted void that lies between what is right and what is wrong.
Ein ganzer Planet, bevölkert von Meistern der dunklen Seite der Macht Die Verwandlung von
Jacen Solo in den Sith-Lord Darth Caedus hat die Galaktische Allianz schwer erschüttert.
Und als zwei weitere Jedi-Ritter allem Anschein nach vom Wahnsinn gepackt werden, droht
Chaos auszubrechen. Weit entfernt vom Zentrum des Geschehens versucht Luke Skywalker
mittlerweile herauszufinden, wie und warum Jacen auf so schreckliche Weise der dunklen
Seite der Macht verfallen konnte ...
No war can last forever. Now, in the long and punishing battle between the defiant champions
of the New Jedi Order and the juggernaut that is the Galactic Alliance, the endgame is finally
at hand. With so much lost–and nothing less than the course of the future still at stake–there
can be no turning back. No matter the consequences. The rebel cause is losing ground under
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the twin blows of Admiral Gilad Pellaeon’ s assassination and the death of Mara Jade
Skywalker. At the same time, having gained the support of the Imperial Remnant and its
ruthlessly efficient forces, the Galactic Alliance, with the extraordinary power and dark
brilliance of newly ascendant Sith Lord Darth Caedus at its helm, may be unstoppable.
Tormented and torn between the call of duty and the thirst for vengeance, Luke has searched
the Force and beheld an unspeakable vision of the galaxy enslaved under tyranny more
monstrous than even Palpatine’s. Now it seems that the last, best hope lies in mobilizing the
scattered Jedi for one decisive search-and-destroy mission. The objective: eliminate Darth
Caedus. It’s a plan that will be as difficult and dangerous to execute as it is daring. For
Caedus is a scion of both the Skywalker and Solo bloodlines whose command of the Force
surpasses even that of his grandfather Darth Vader. There is only one who is bound by
destiny to stand against him in what will surely be a duel to the death, only one with an
outside chance of bringing down the dark lord who was once Jacen Solo. Failure is not an
option. The furious final moments between power and peace are here, and whoever confronts
Darth Caedus will decide the outcome–and the fate of those left standing. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
Star Wars: Dark Nest II: The Unseen Queen
Star Wars: Fate of the Jedi - Abyss
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Invincible: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
Tempest: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
Joiner King. Dark nest 1

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Han Solo, Leia Organa Solo, and Luke Skywalker
return in an all-new Star Wars adventure, which will challenge them in ways they
never expected—and forever alter their understanding of life and the Force. When
Han and Leia Solo arrive at Lando Calrissian’s Outer Rim mining operation to help
him thwart a hostile takeover, their aim is just to even up the odds and lay down
the law. Then monstrous aliens arrive with a message, and mere threats escalate
into violent sabotage with mass fatalities. When the dust settles, what began as
corporate warfare becomes a battle with much higher stakes—and far deadlier
consequences. Now Han, Leia, and Luke team up once again in a quest to defeat a
dangerous adversary bent on galaxy-wide domination. Only this time, the Empire is
not the enemy. It is a pair of ruthless geniuses with a lethal ally and a lifelong
vendetta against Han Solo. And when the murderous duo gets the drop on Han, he
finds himself outgunned in the fight of his life. To save him, and the galaxy, Luke
and Leia must brave a gauntlet of treachery, terrorism, and the untold power of an
enigmatic artifact capable of bending space, time, and even the Force itself into an
apocalyptic nightmare. Praise for Crucible “[Troy] Denning opens new pathways of
adventure and recaptures the feel of the Star Wars universe and its beloved
characters.”—Library Journal “Outstanding . . . an adventure that tantalizes the
imagination.”—Roqoo Depot “A fun, fast paced take on some of Star Wars’ most
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iconic characters.”—The Founding Fields
In the stunning finale of the epic Fate of the Jedi series, Jedi and Sith face off - with
Coruscant as their battlefield. For the Sith, it's the chance to restore their
dominance over the galaxy that forgot them for so long. For Abeloth, it's a giant
step in her quest to conquer all life everywhere. For Luke Skywalker, it's a call to
arms to eradicate the Sith and their monstrous new master once and for all. In a
planetwide strike, teams of Jedi Knights take the Sith infiltrators by swift and lethal
surprise. But victory against the cunning and savage Abeloth, and the terrifying
endgame she has planned, is anything but certain. And as Luke, Ben, Han, Leia,
Jaina, Jag and their allies close in, the devastating truth about the dark side
incarnate will be exposed - and send shoch waves through the Jedi Order, the
galaxy, and the Force itself.
Luke Skywalker wanted to unify the Jedi order and bring peace to the universe.
Instead his wife Mara lies dead at the hands of an unknown assassin, his wayward
nephew Jacen has seized control of the Galactic Alliance, and the galaxy has
exploded in all-out civil war. With Luke consumed by grief, Jacen Solo works quickly
to consolidate his power and jumpstart his plan to take over the Jedi. Convinced
he’s the only one who can save the galaxy, Jacen will do whatever it takes, even
ambush his own parents. With the Rebel confederacy driving deep into the Core to
attack Coruscant and the Jedi under siege, Luke must reassert his position. Only he
can lead the Jedi through this crisis, but it means solving the toughest problem
Luke’s ever faced. Does he fight alongside his nephew Jacen, a tyrant who’s
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illegally taken over the GA, or does he join the rebels to smash the Galactic
Alliance he helped create? Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen
excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Die Pflicht eines Jedi ... Luke Skywalker steht vor den Trümmern seines Lebens.
Seine Frau wurde ermordet, sein bester Freund und seine Schwester befinden sich
auf der Flucht vor einem Tyrannen. Und nun hat Luke scheinbar keine andere Wahl
als die Galaktische Allianz, die er selbst mit gegründet hat, zu vernichten ...
The Joiner King (Star Wars: Dark Nest #1).
Star Wars: Fate of the Jedi: Apocalypse
ein Troja-Roman
Dark Nest 2: Unseen Queen
The Joiner King: Star Wars Legends (Dark Nest, Book I)

Darth Vaders schreckliches Vermächtnis ... Darth Vader und Imperator Palpatine
sind tot, doch das Imperium lebt weiter. Han Solo, Prinzessin Leia und der
Wookiee Chewbacca setzen alles daran, eine verschollene Kontaktliste
aufzuspüren. Nur damit können sie die in der Galaxis verstreuten Agenten der
Neuen Republik erreichen, bevor die Schergen des Imperiums sie finden und
eliminieren. Die Spur führt die Freunde nach Tatooine und zu dem Geist von
Leias Vater Darth Vader. Dieses Zusammentreffen wird über das Schicksal der
Galaxis entscheiden!
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Er ist allein. Er hat Angst. Er gibt nicht auf. Imperator Palpatine hat den JediRittern den Krieg erklärt. Die meisten sind tot, der Rest versteckt sich in den
Randgebieten des Imperiums. Aber Jax Pavan landet mit seiner auf Coruscant
stationierten Widerstandsgruppe einen Schlag nach dem anderen gegen
Palpatines Schergen. Sie sind gut genug ausgerüstet, um mit jedem Gegner
fertig zu werden. Jax fürchtet nur einen von ihnen – denn der Sith-Lord Darth
Vader wird nicht eher ruhen, bis auch der letzte der Jedi-Ritter vernichtet wurde.
Following a trail of clues across the galaxy, Luke Skywalker continues his quest
to find the reasons behind Jacen Solo’s dark downfall and to win redemption for
the Jedi Order. Sojourning among the mysterious Aing-Tii monks has left Luke
and his son Ben with no real answers, only the suspicion that the revelations
they seek lie in the forbidden reaches of the distant Maw Cluster. There, hidden
from the galaxy in a labyrinth of black holes, dwell the Mind Walkers: those
whose power to transcend their bodies and be one with the Force is as seductive
and intoxicating as it is potentially fatal. But it may be Luke’s only path to the
truth. Meanwhile, on Coruscant, the war of wills between Galactic Alliance Chief
of State Natasi Daala and the Jedi Order is escalating. Outraged over the
carbonite freezing of young Jedi Knights Valin and Jysella Horn after their
inexplicable mental breakdowns, the Jedi are determined to defy Daala’s martial
tactics, override Council Master Kenth Hamner’s wavering leadership, and deal
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on their own terms with the epidemic of madness preying on their ranks. As Han
and Leia Solo, along with their daughter Jaina, join the fight to protect more
stricken Knights from arrest, Jedi healers race to find a cure for the rapidly
spreading affliction. But none of them realize the blaster barrel is already
swinging in their direction–and Chief Daala is about to pull the trigger. Nor do
Luke and Ben, deep in the Maw Cluster and pushing their Force abilities beyond
known limits, realize how close they are–to the Sith strike squad bent on
exterminating the Skywalkers, to a nexus of dark-side energy unprecedented in
its power and its hunger, and to an explosive confrontation between opposing
wielders of the Force from which only one Master–good or evil–can emerge alive.
Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
The third and last book in the all-new trilogy that will bridge the events of the
hugely popular New Jedi Order series, which has sold four million copies to date,
and our upcoming 9-book epic Star Wars series to be published in 2006-2008.
With the Jedi Order splintered by conflicts of conscience, and a war erupting
between the Killiks and Chiss that could spread across the entire galaxy, Luke
Skywalker takes charge. His bold plan will play all sides against each other and
carry those closest to him deep into hostile territory. It is also the only thing
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standing between the galaxy and the eternal war that his nephew, Jacen, has
foreseen in visions. For the Jedi to succeed, they must step beyond the reach of
any galactic government and undermine the war-making capabilities of all sides
-- and Luke Skywalker must assume his fated role as true master of the Jedi
Order.
Star Wars. Das Verhängnis der Jedi-Ritter. Omen
The Unseen Queen (Dark Nest 11).
Star WarsTM Erben des Imperiums
The Unseen Queen: Star Wars Legends (Dark Nest, Book II)
Dark Nest 3: Swarm War
Der wahre Erbe Darth Vaders! Luke Skywalker wollte den Orden der Jedi-Ritter einen und dem
Universum Frieden bringen. Doch nun hat sein eigener Neffe Jacen Solo die Kontrolle über die Neue
Allianz an sich gerissen. Jacen ist davon überzeugt, dass er der Einzige ist, der die Galaxis retten
kann, und nichts und niemand wird ihn aufhalten. Nun muss sich Luke entscheiden: Wird er den
Tyrannen unterstützen – oder wird er gemeinsam mit den Rebellen die Galaktische Allianz, die er
selbst mit aufgebaut hat, zu Fall bringen? Die Fortsetzung der neuen großen Star-Wars-Serie! Nach
der Erfolgs-Saga „Das Erbe der Jedi-Ritter“ der neue große Mehrteiler im Star-Wars-Universum!
Luke Skywalker, followed by Han and Leia, heads for the Unknown Regions, when a handful of Jedi
Knights, including Jaina and Jacen Solo, vanish there after responding to a strange cry for help that
only they can hear, hoping to stop all out war between the alien Chiss and an unknown aggressor.
Original.
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There can be no surrender. There will be no mercy. It’s not just the future of the galaxy at stake— It’s
the destiny of the Force. In the stunning finale of the epic Fate of the Jedi series, Jedi and Sith face
off—with Coruscant as their battlefield. For the Sith, it’s the chance to restore their dominance over
the galaxy that forgot them for so long. For Abeloth, it’s a giant step in her quest to conquer all life
everywhere. For Luke Skywalker, it’s a call to arms to eradicate the Sith and their monstrous new
master once and for all. In a planetwide strike, teams of Jedi Knights take the Sith infiltrators by swift
and lethal surprise. But victory against the cunning and savage Abeloth, and the terrifying endgame
she has planned, is anything but certain. And as Luke, Ben, Han, Leia, Jaina, Jag, and their allies
close in, the devastating truth about the dark side incarnate will be exposed—and send shock waves
through the Jedi Order, the galaxy, and the Force itself. Features a bonus section following the novel
that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some
of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Agammemnon, König der Mykener, steht kurz vor dem lang ersehnten Ziel. Zusammen mit seinen
Verbündeten und ihren Armeen auf 1.000 Schiffen beginnt er an einem Wintertag mit der
Belagerung und Eroberung Trojas. Das Ende eines goldenen Zeitalters naht. - Abschlussband der
Troja-Trilogie.
Inferno: Star Wars Legends (Legacy of the Force)
Star Wars, Dark Nest
Abyss: Star Wars Legends (Fate of the Jedi)
Erweitert und aktualisiert
Star Wars. Wächter der Macht 2. Blutlinien

Luke and Ben Skywalker arrive in the mysterious part of space called The Maw in search
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of more clues as to what caused Jacen Solo's downfall into the dark side. But they are not
the only ones exploring The Maw: a Sith Master and her apprentice arrive there, too,
having followed the delinquent ancient Sith ship found by Ben in The Legacy of the Force
-- and they're thrilled to find Luke there, because they are determined to kill him. But
there's another powerful being hiding in The Maw. It's enormously strong, purely evil, and
it has its own plans for Luke Skywalker...
Dem Bösen verfallen! Die Rebellion innerhalb der Neuen Republik droht die Galaxis zu
zerreißen. Doch Jacen Solo, inzwischen ein vollendeter Meister der Macht, hat eigene
Pläne, um der Welt Frieden und Ordnung zurückzubringen. Gelenkt von seinem SithMentor Lumiya beschreitet er den Weg seines Großvaters – Darth Vader!
Forty years after the Battle of Yavin a dangerous new era in the Star Wars epic begins–
the revelations are shocking, the stakes desperate, and the enemy everywhere. As civil war
threatens the unity of the Galactic Alliance, Han and Leia Solo have enraged their families
and the Jedi by joining the Corellian insurgents. But the Solos draw the line when they
discover the rebels’ plot to make the Hapan Consortium an ally– which rests upon Hapan
nobles murdering their pro-Alliance queen and her daughter. Yet the Solos’ selfless
determination to save the queen cannot dispel the inescapable consequences of their
actions, that will pit mother against son and brother against sister in the battles ahead. For
as Jacen Solo’s dark powers grow stronger under the Dark Jedi Lumiya, and his influence
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over Ben Skywalker becomes more insidious, Luke’s concern for his nephew forces him
into a life-and-death struggle against his fiercest foe, and Han and Leia Solo find
themselves at the mercy of their deadliest enemy . . . their son. Features a bonus section
following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over
half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty
years!
After triumphing in Star Wars: The Unifying Force, the heroes of the New Jedi Order
return in a dazzling adventure! Luke Skywalker is worried: A handful of Jedi Knights,
including his nephew and niece, Jaina and Jacen Solo, have disappeared into the Unknown
Regions in response to a strange cry for help that only they could hear. Now the alien
Chiss have angrily lodged a formal complaint, accusing the missing Jedi of meddling in a
border dispute between the Chiss and an unidentified aggressor. Luke has no choice but to
head to the Unknown Regions for serious damage control. Han and Leia follow, intent on
protecting their children from what could be grave danger. But none of them are prepared
for what they find when they reach their destination. A colony of mysterious aliens is
expanding toward the edge of Chiss space. The leader of the alien nest is resolute. Adept
in the Force, he is drawing old friends to his side, compelling them to join the colony and
meld their Force-abilities with his, even if it leads to all-out war. . . . Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and
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over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last
thirty years!
Die Morde von Pye Hall
Star Wars. Der Geist von Tatooine
S.W.: Tatooine Ghost
Star Wars. Wächter der Macht 3. Sturmfront
Star Wars. Wächter der Macht 6. Inferno
This is a special Star Wars adventure featuring Princess Leia and Han Solo, by the
"New York Times" bestselling author of "Star Wars: The New Jedi Order; Star by
Star."
With a war between the Killiks and Chiss threatening to engulf the entire galaxy,
Luke Skywalker makes a desperate attempt to prevent war by venturing deep
into hostile territory to undermine the war-making capabilities of all the
combatants.
As the forces of darkness threaten to engulf the galaxy, one last defiant spark
remains. . . . Though the Yuuzhan Vong were victorious in their savage conquest
of the planet Duro, they failed to extract sensitive information from Leia Organa
Solo, who now barely clings to life after enduring the enemies' torture. Unless she
receives medical attention soon, the badly wounded Princess and former head of
the New Republic will surely die. Pursued by bounty hunters, Han Solo begins a
race against time, only to find his urgent pleas for help rejected by planet after
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planet, as the Jedi are blamed for the continuing fight against the seemingly
invincible aliens. Desperate, the Solos decide on a suicide mission. They must
reach Coruscant, the New Republic's strife-ridden capital where traitors,
appeasers, and assassins now share the same goal as the fierce Yuuzhan Vong:
kill all Jedi... BONUS: This short story also features an excerpt from Star Wars:
New Jedi Order: Edge of Victory I: Conquest.
In Book Six of the bestselling nine-book Star Wars Fate of the Jedi series, the
suspense crescendoes as the Skywalkers and their treacherous Sith allies race
against time to discover the origins of the mysterious Force-entity known as
Abeloth. When they begin to uncover secrets better kept hidden from mortal
minds, no one is surprised to see the uneasy partnership erupt into violence. But
they are surprised at where the investigation leads: to the home of the reclusive
Fallanassi, who may hold in their hands the future of the Jedi Order itself.
Star Wars: Dark Nest III: The Swarm War
Star Wars Dark Nest III the Swarm War
Star Wars: Fate of the Jedi - Vortex
A Novel of the Old Republic
Star Wars: Crucible
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